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‘One of the bravest and funniest 
comedians in the world’  METRO

 Shazia Mirza 

 @shaziamirza1

 theshaziamirza

 shazia-mirza.com 

A hilarious and arresting joyride into the 
art of survival in a world of crocodiles, 
coconuts and alpha males.
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 Shazia Mirza 

 @shaziamirza1

 theshaziamirza

 shazia-mirza.com 

‘A fearless comedian... thoughtful and thought-provoking...
funny and illuminating’                    EVENING STANDARD

Extended programming for 2022
of Shazia Mirza’s latest hilarious
stand-up show.



Following the success of her critically acclaimed recent shows; 
‘With Love From St. Tropez’, a riot of brexit, buquas and butt-

plugs, and ‘The Kardashians Made Me Do It’, a searing and urgent 
exploration of life, love and Jihadi brides, Shazia’s latest show; 
‘Coconut’, nominated for ‘Best Stand Up Tour Show’ in Channel 
4’s National Comedy Awards, takes on the burning (and infectious) 
issues of our time.

EXTENDED TOUR

Contact:  Martin Twomey   |   MTM Productions   |   mail@martintwomey.com   |   t: +44 (0)20 7241 0966   |   m: +44 (0)7789 915 649

I              wrote this show two years ago. It was relevant, funny, timely and I knew every single bit of it. Then one 
day in March the world ended. So what have I been doing for two years? Apart from sitting on the settee in 

my pyjamas, squeezing my ingrowing hairs whilst 
watching documentaries on Ted Bundy? I have been 
staring into space, coming to the terrible realization 
that maybe my parents were right. I should have 
listened to them years ago. Why didn’t I?

But people keep telling me I’ll be ok because I’m a 
strong woman. What does that mean? I survived 
The Island with Bear Grylls - who knew that would 
prepare me for what was about to come...”

“

Shazia’s new show is presented as a one-hour 
performance. It can also be programmed as a 
90min show with an interval as preferred.

Venue Box Office services, typical Front of 
House staff and Duty Manager required.

Technical requirements:
Standard in-house theatre/club audio & lighting.
House technician required to run house systems.
No AV projection requirements.

Due to demand and Covid-related re-scheduling, programming for this updated show 
has now beeen extended to December 2022.

http://martintwomeymedia.zenfolio.com/shaziamirza
mailto:mail%40martintwomey.com?subject=Shazia%20Mirza%20Tour%20Enquiry
https://www.facebook.com/shaziamirzacomedian
https://twitter.com/shaziamirza1
https://www.instagram.com/theshaziamirza/
https://www.shazia-mirza.com


Shazia Mirza is an award winning British stand up comedian and writer who works internationally. She 
has performed stand-up shows across the world in Europe, US, Asia and the Far East. Her sell out 

tours include; Norway, Sweden, Denmark, France, Germany, Switzerland, India, Pakistan, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Cambodia and Kosovo. Listed by The Observer as one of the 50 funniest acts 
in British comedy, Shazia is also a winner of the prestigious PPA Awards; ‘Columnist of the Year’ for her 
writing in The New Statesman. Other publications she writes for include; The Guardian, The Financial 
Times, the Daily Mail, New Internationalist, the Chicago Tribune, the Big Issue and Loaded Magazine.

Shazia’s TV appearances include; ‘QI’ (BBC), 
‘The Jonathan Ross Show’ (ITV), ‘Rhod 
Gilbers’s Growing Pains’ (Comedy Central), 
‘Celebrity Island with Bear Grylls’ (C4), ‘Sorry 
I Didn’t Know’ (ITV), ‘House Of Games’ (BBC), 
‘Travel Man’ (C4), Top Gear (BBC), ‘The One 
Show (BBC), ‘Celebrities v Child Genius’ (C4), 
‘Have I got News for You’ (BBC) and ‘The Wright 
Stuff’/’Jeremy Vine’ (C5) as well as the ever 
popular ‘F*** Off, I’m a Hairy Woman’ (BBC).

Other TV credits Include: ‘The Hit List’ (BBC), 
‘Celebs In Solitary’ (C5), ‘Loose Women’ (ITV), 
‘The Late Late Show’ (RTE) ‘Amanpour’ (CNN), 
‘60 Minutes’ (CBS), ‘Last Comic Standing’ 
(NBC), ‘The World Stands Up’ (Paramount 
Comedy), ‘Tipping Point Lucky Stars’ (ITV), 
‘Pointless Celebrities’ (BBC), ‘The Dog Eat My 
Homework’ (BBC), ‘Larry Grayson: Shut That 
Door!’ (ITV), ‘Muslim Driving School’ (Voiceover 
BBC), ‘Beautiful People’ (BBC) ‘Richard and 
Judy’ (C4) and ‘28 Acts in 28 Minutes’ (BBC).

Radio Appearances include; The Graham Norton Show’ (BBC), ‘My Teenage Diary’ (BBC), ‘Loose 
Ends’ (BBC), ‘The Infinite Monkey Cage’ (BBC), ‘The Museum of Curiosity’ (BBC), ‘Elephant In The 
Room’ (BBC), ‘The Now Show’ (BBC),  ‘Quote Unquote’ (BBC), ‘Steve Wright in the Afternoon’ (BBC), 
‘Arthur Smith’s Comedy Club’ (BBC), ‘Saturday Live’ (BBC), ‘Midweek’ (BBC), ‘Woman’s Hour’ (BBC), 
‘With Great Pleasure’ (BBC), ‘Between Ourselves’ (BBC), ‘A Good Read’ (BBC), ‘Vanessa Feltz Show- 
Pause For Thought’ (BBC), ‘The Frank Skinner Show’ (Absolute Radio) ‘The Craig Ferguson Show’ 
(SiriusXM).
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“A fearless comedian... thoughtful and thought-provoking... funny and 
illuminating” EVENING STANDARD

“Shazia Mirza is provoking laughter and large intakes of breath once again… 
brave and urgent” THE TELEGRAPH

“As brave a piece of comedy as you’ll see” MAIL ON SUNDAY

“She’s effective at getting under your skin... strikes a blow” METRO

“Properly funny... on point, chilling and superb” THE SKINNY

“Mirza has stepped up a gear… the bravest thing you’ll see on a comedy stage 
this year... a remarkable finale” SUNDAY TIMES
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Shazia Mirza made her name in comedy with an audacious, topical joke shortly after 9/11: “My name 
is Shazia Mirza – at least, that’s what it says on my pilot’s licence.” Two decades on she is still a 

fearless comedian and deserves to be famous for much more than that one-liner.

Perhaps her new show Coconut will help her push through to the next level. The Muslim ex-teacher 
explains in her trademark deadpan style that due to frequent rescheduling she has rewritten her set 
about 11 times. The hard work has been worth it though. This is a thoughtful and thought-provoking 
piece about identity peppered with winning gags.

Her own identity is certainly evolving. Mirza once performed in a burka, now she is in glam black blouse 
and trousers. She has always been good at finding the humour in her strict Birmingham upbringing and 
Covid has given her a fresh perspective on her childhood. Lockdown was a doddle, she was used to 
not being allowed out.

At the centre of Coconut is an anecdote about appearing on Bear Grylls’ TV show The Island. Her 
reflections on taking part are funny and illuminating. Was she approached to tick diversity boxes? How 
would the middle class, white male competitors cope away from their cosy privileged lives at home?

The monologue covers other comedically fruitful terrain too, from being unjustly accused of joke theft 
to meeting the Queen. The title alludes to the phrase “brown on the outside, white on the inside”. Mirza 
initially suggests this is the case with certain high-profile British Asians, before adding that things are 
never that simple. Nobody can be reduced to a simple soundbite.

This is certainly no preachy Ted Talk. Laughs ripple through the room as Mirza ruminates on her life. 
She says that she cannot find a partner but it is her relationship with broadcasting that seems more 
problematic. At one point she quips that on TV muslim women are either cooks or terrorists.

Her conclusion is that we are all labelled and usually incorrectly. What do we mean when we call a 
woman like Tina Turner strong, she asks. Mirza suggests it makes Turner sound good at the shot 
put. As for the comedian, she is known as that stand-up who made the controversial joke about 9/11. 
Hopefully Coconut will help her to cement a new identity.
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Shazia Mirza: Coconut at Soho Theatre - this
fearless comedian deserves more fame
This sharp show should push Mirza to another level

By Bruce Dessau | 30 September 2021
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